
Conclusion of 2019 Cricket Seasons  

The greatest things God created on earth—certainly greatest then “Sex “ and I 

know what he meant. To those who get it. Cricket counts among life’s highest 

pleasures. Said W.G.Grace. 

The beauty of this mysterious game is unpredictable events and unimagined 

thrilling moments are the hidden under your feet till it makes you stun and 

unbelievable catches and thrilling sixes are the soul searching moments, which 

catch your sights and intrigue of cricket lovers around the globe. 

 

 

It was a hazy evening, I call Victor the great to coffee with cake H Mir and R, 

Rijk SC Osborn, Brooks, our lovely Pathy en H Mir, Shahid was already there, 

we enjoyed with a delightful conversation about the tour, everybody was so 

excited and looking forward to seeing Spain. We all are very thankful of Victor 

who took initiate the difficult in term of financial reason, but our financial 

secretary is so lavish to help 50% travel cost to sponsor to CCG members, that is 

a great gesture of kind nature to create love among the CCG boys. This year we 

have great experience against different kind of opposition which we could easily 

win the contest, but unfortunately, this year we lost the two matches easily. 

Anyhow it is all in the game. All competitors were great and highly polite and 

friendly, the blessing of weather was heavenly and the enchanting 

heartwarming, golden sun was always with us till the last match.  

 

 

After winning the match we set in the sun and have a great picnic with Ajax they 

entertain us lavishly manners.  

It was very easy to match our opposition was not so strong and bit mentally 

despairs, individuals they very strong, but they have no cricket knowledge and 

they have no combination to click the team. That is the reason our captain is 

genius and deep strategist, he is specialized to have the instinct to know the 

timing when or which phase of time to change the course of a move. That is God 

gifted spirit our captain has it.  

 

 

H Mir 

Leading, wicket-taker and leading run machine 550 runs wickets 26. His great 

batting and bowling make him a man of the tournament  

SC Osborn 

The great gentleman perfect allrounder, 12 matches 208 run average 34,67. He 

has also 26 wickets, but he plays only 12 matches. Average 3.41 81 overs 

D. Rijkee 

Excellent batting 381 average 34.64 match played 13 matches.  



 

 

M .Y Chaudhry  

!3 wickets spinner always depend upon wicket-keeper, only 56 overs.  

Victor the great, 

This year he couldn’t shine his leg break, but he is a match-winner.  

 

 

Shahid M he plays only 4 innings and 120 run, excellent all-rounders. 

 


